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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

 

talking about todays logistics one cannot surrender the determined and 

effective employment of transporting service providers. National and 

European statutes of law are going to be harmonized. 

 

Since 1991 we take it for granted that our main topic “the direct drive”  

Is kept upmarket and appropriate for the involved parties. 

The law about minimum wage, social provision and liability for entrepreneurs 

are going to be a European challenge more and more. 

 

To determine the appropriate vehicle and its body you can rely on our skills 

and experiences since 1991. This is why we deploy experienced stuff only !  

You can ask for a range between the tiniest Transporter up to hugest lorry. 

 

A transport outside the plannable transport rules regularly represent 

something extraordinary. You need to have a well structured haulage which 

can be easily changed within the implementation. We are aware of that and 

therefore we rely on the flow of information in written and spoken items. 

 

Our guiding principle is an educational mission which we use to call   

“made by practioner  for practioner ”. We qualify vehicle operators and 

maintain permanent contact to various educational establishments. 

 

Are there any further questions ?  Would you prefer a tête-à-tête ? 

Do you need a price offer ? 

Do not hesitate to contact us or virtually drop in  @  www.Optimal-Kurier.de 

 

Kind regards from Freiberg am Neckar 

 
 

Optimal Kurier GbR. 

eMail info@optimal-kurier.de 

 

 


